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New Society Publishers. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 272 pages. Dimensions:
8.9in. x 7.4in. x 0.9in.Authors Dan Chiras, Mick Sagrillo, and Ian Woofenden have addressed the
needs of people seeking a clearly written, comprehensive guide to the small-scale wind arena.
Backhome MagazineRead no further than Power From the Wind by prolific writer and sustainable
living practitioner Dan Chiras, with contributions by Mick Sagrillo and Ian Woofenden. This book
helps you assess your energy needs, your sites wind energy potential, and sort out every aspect of
the design, purchase and installation of a small-scale, or residential wind system. Amazingly, it does
so without demanding that you be some technical tinkerer or electrical engineer. - John Ivanko,
SustainablogWhat can the wind do for the worlds power problems Power From The Wind discusses
how people can use wind power to power their own homes on a small scale, reducing power
consumption bills. Wind is cheap and renewable; to not harvest it for use is wasteful. Outlining how
to get started harvesting wind power, author Dan Chiras answers many of the most commonly
asked questions. Power From the Wind belongs in any collection for the environmentally
thoughtful. - James. A. Cox, The Midwest Book...
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ReviewsReviews

The publication is easy in read better to understand. It is writter in basic words and phrases rather than hard to understand. You wont truly feel monotony
at anytime of your respective time (that's what catalogues are for about if you question me).
-- Kaya Rippin-- Kaya Rippin

The publication is great and fantastic. It can be filled with knowledge and wisdom You wont truly feel monotony at at any moment of your time (that's
what catalogues are for about if you ask me).
-- Dr. Marcos Grimes III-- Dr. Marcos Grimes III
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